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December 27, 2007 
 

Michigan 
Level III and IV Ecoregion Descriptions / Mapping Issues  

 
 
Descriptions for each of the level III and level IV ecoregions of Michigan are listed below. They 
are presented in bullet format to facilitate regional comparisons and discussion of boundaries. In 
this EPA version of the Ecoregions of Michigan, we have considered the boundaries of existing 
frameworks of Michigan ecological regions, such as the several iterations of Albert et al., U. S. 
Forest Service, and NRCS Common Resource Areas. This framework may differ from the 
others in some areas in the combination of geographic attributes that characterize a region. This 
Michigan framework is consistent with the national EPA framework in terms of level of resolution 
and line generalization. For this reason, some of the smaller polygons and regions from other 
frameworks may have been aggregated to create regions of a more consistent size. 
 
50 Northern Lakes and Forests 
The Northern Lakes and Forests (50) ecoregion contains relatively nutrient-poor glacial soils, 
coniferous and northern hardwoods forests, morainal hills, broad lake basins, and areas of 
extensive sandy outwash plains. Soils are formed primarily from sandy and loamy glacial drift 
material and generally lack the arability of those in adjacent ecoregions to the south. Ecoregion 
50 also has lower annual temperatures and a frost-free period that is considerably shorter than 
ecoregions to the south. These conditions generally hinder agriculture; as a result, forest is the 
predominant land use/land cover. The numerous lakes that dot the landscape are clearer, at a 
lower trophic state (mostly oligotrophic to mesotrophic with few eutrophic lakes), and less 
productive than those in ecoregions to the south. Some lakes in the region are of low alkalinity 
and sensitive to acidic deposition.  

 Mapping issues: The Level III boundary between Ecoregions 50 and 56 is a broad 
transition zone in central Lower Michigan. Of major federal agency frameworks, the 
NRCS boundary is further north reflecting the frigid/mesic soil break. The USFS 
boundary is similar to Albert’s, reflecting physiography and vegetation. Omernik’s 1987 
boundary was revised in 1998 in an interagency effort to delineate common ecological 
regions, and it was closer to matching the NRCS boundary. In this version, to better 
correspond with landforms, historical vegetation, and land use capability, the draft 
boundary with Ecoregion 56 is moved to the south, closer to Albert’s Section boundary 
and the USFS Division boundary. 

 
50a Lake Superior Clay Plain 
The Lake Superior Clay Plain is a flat, clayey, lake plain marking the former extent of Glacial 
Lake Algonquin, Glacial Lake Ontonagon, Glacial Lake Agassiz or Glacial Lake Duluth (which is 
it?). The ecoregion is distinguished by its soils, topography, and climate. 

 Soils: The soils of 50a are generally calcareous red clays that range from well- to poorly-
drained. Few wetland soils occur in the Michigan portion of the ecoregion; the poorly-
drained soils that are present are seasonally wet. Soil types are fairly homogeneous 
within each of the two ecoregion areas that flank eastern and western sides of the 
central Keweenaw basalt ridge: the western lakeshore section—MI208 Watton-Alstad 
Variant-Bohemian; the more inland section—MI181 Ontonagon-Bergland-Pickford. 
Pickford and Bergland are deep, poorly-drained to somewhat poorly-drained, silt clay 
loams with a seasonal high water table. Well-drained silt loams like Ontonagon, 
Bohemian, and Watton, have less cultivated area and are left mostly in forest. There is 
more cultivation in this ecoregion closer to the lake. 
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 Topography: The clay lake plains are flatter near Lake Superior and more sloping inland; 
both are dissected by stream and river channels giving them a somewhat corrugated 
surface. Larger streams and rivers are deeply incised (as much as 250 feet) in the clay 
substrate. There are few lakes or wetlands in this ecoregion. 

 Climate: The climate is lake-moderated. Areas in closer proximity to the lake shore have 
a somewhat longer growing season (105-125 days) than interior areas. However, lake 
effect snows can be heavy, as much as 200 inches near the Lake Superior shore. 

 Presettlement vegetation: The hardwood-conifer forest included white pine, hemlock, 
northern white-cedar, black ash, basswood, and sugar maple; it also included some 
boreal species such as balsam fir and black and white spruce. Beech is absent in the 
west. Most tree species are tolerant of seasonally wet soils. Today second growth forest 
is often managed for aspen pulpwood. 

 Land Use Capability: The clay plains of Ecoregion 50a differ from the Rudyard Clay 
Plain (50z) to the east in having sandstone, shale, and volcanic bedrock as soil parent 
material rather than limestone. As a result, the western clay plains (50a) are not as 
suited to agriculture as the Rudyard Clay Plain, and both sections of Ecoregion 50a are 
mostly forested. In contrast, the Rudyard Clay Plain (50z) is mostly cleared for dairy 
pasture and hay. 

 Boundaries: The lake plains are distinguished from surrounding hilly or sandy lake 
shore features by topography, and distinctive soil and surficial geology. 

 Mapping issues: Albert & USFS extend the region to the Portage Lake Ship Canal, 
while NRCS and this version follow the lacustrine sediments to map the boundaries. We 
have also included Albert’s Ewen lake plain (VI 6.2) in this ecoregion. Both lake plain 
areas share clay soils, some lake moderation in climate, lake effect snowfall, 
presettlement vegetation, eroded stream valleys, and a low capability for agriculture. 

 
 
50d Superior Mineral Ranges  
Modified description from the Ecoregions of Wisconsin: 
The rolling to hilly moraines of loamy till, much of it shallow over igneous and metamorphic rock, 
distinguish the Superior Mineral Ranges ecoregion from surrounding regions. The Precambrian 
volcanic basalt and conglomerates form steep ridges that rise several hundred feet above 
adjacent regions. Rock outcrops increase in number to the north. Perennial streams are 
common, and there are more lakes than in adjacent ecoregion 50a. The potential natural 
vegetation of 50d is a mosaic of hemlock/sugar-maple/white pine forests, swamp conifers, and 
cedar/hemlock forests. Red pine, white pine, red oak, and paper birch grew on the thin soils of 
the bedrock ridges, while northern hardwood forests of hemlock, sugar maple, basswood, and 
yellow birch occurred on areas of till. Historic mining of iron and copper occurred in this region. 

 Mapping issues: Omernik et al in Wisconsin revised this region from an earlier version, 
bringing it further east in Iron County, Wisconsin, and including some flatter moraine 
area. In this version for Michigan, the region was extended into the Porcupine Mountains 
and up the central ridge of the Keweenaw Peninsula. Albert divides the area into 3 
separate regions. NRCS has combined the three regions. The southwestern area has 
gentler topography with bedrock not as close to the surface; it also has somewhat less 
lake moderation than the portion of the region further north on the Keweenaw Peninsula, 
although the climate characteristics for the two areas are very similar in growing season 
length and amount of lake effect snowfall.  
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50d Superior Mineral Ranges (Isle Royale) 
Though Isle Royale is part of Michigan, it is located across Lake Superior from the Upper 
Peninsula fifteen miles from the north shore of Minnesota.  

 Bedrock Geology: Isle Royale is composed of Precambrian Keweenawan basaltic lavas 
and conglomerates. The island is an exposed portion of the north end of the Lake 
Superior syncline; the matching south end is the Keweenaw Peninsula. Copper has 
been mined on the island both by Native Americans and during early settlement times.  

 Climate: The island is strongly influenced by Lake Superior. The lake effect is stronger 
on Isle Royale than it is either on the Minnesota shore or the Keweenaw Peninsula, but it 
would be closer to the Keweenaw in that regard.  

 Soils: Soils are thin and bedrock is at or near the surface over most of the island. Topsoil 
also burned off on the ridges when extensive fires swept the island in the 1930's. Some 
glacial till occurs in the southwest part of the island. 

 Vegetation: Aspen, birch, white spruce, and balsam poplar grow on thin soils over 
bedrock. Sugar maple, yellow birch, and balsam fir grow in the southwest portion of the 
island where the glacial till is thicker. Linear wetlands (conifer swamps, sphagnum bogs) 
fill the depressions between the parallel ridges. The vegetation pattern is consistent with 
that in the Upper Peninsula.  

 Mapping issues: Albert et al. separate Isle Royale out as its own region, but within the 
Keweenaw subsection. NRCS CRA 93B.2 lumps Isle Royale with the northern 
Keweenaw Peninsula and the Iron Ranges. The attributes listed above, geology, climate, 
soils, and vegetation, are consistent with Keweenawan characteristics. 

 
 

50i Northern Wisconsin Highlands Lakes Country 
Modified description from Wisconsin ecoregion map: 
The Northern Highlands Lakes Country (50i) occurs primarily in Wisconsin and is distinguished 
from surrounding ecoregions by pitted outwash, extensive glacial lakes (many of which are 
shallow), and wetlands. Ecoregion 50i contains a high density of lakes of generally lower trophic 
state and lower alkalinity values (hence, greater sensitivity to acidification). Deep drift, 100-300 
feet thick covers the Precambrian bedrock. The region's soils developed in deep, acidic drift are 
gravelly, sandy, and well- to excessively-drained. Unlike the predominantly hardwood forests of 
surrounding ecoregions, 50i supports a potential natural vegetation of white and red pine 
forests, some pine barrens, and jack pine to the south. Heavy historical logging of pine has 
converted many stands to aspen and paper birch, although there is potential for restoration of 
the pine forests. 

 Mapping issues: Albert (IX.5), USFS (212Xb), and NRCS (94D) close most of this 
region off in Wisconsin with only small areas extending into Michigan. Omernik et al., in 
Wisconsin extended the region’s boundaries across the Wisconsin/Michigan border to 
include a high density area of lakes on the coarse end moraines just north of the border. 
(The presettlement vegetation on the end moraines included more northern hardwoods 
and hemlock rather than pine). All landscape attributes were reconsidered in the border 
area, and it was decided that, for the EPA framework, the portion of the Winegar 
moraine that has the densest distribution of lakes will be left in ecoregion 50i. 
Ecologically, the density of lakes, the habitats they provide, their trophic state, and their 
sensitivity to acidification, outweigh the changes in surficial geology (from outwash to 
end moraine) and vegetation (pine on the outwash and northern hardwood on the end 
moraines).  
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50j Brule and Paint Rivers Drumlins 
Modified description of the Brule and Paint River Drumlins from Ecoregions of Wisconsin: 
The Brule and Paint Rivers Drumlins (50j) ecoregion has extensive eskers and drumlinized 
ground moraines, wetlands, and a lower density of lakes than in adjacent Northern Wisconsin 
Highlands Lake Country (50i). Lake trophic state is low, with a high percentage of oligotrophic 
and mesotrophic lakes. 
 
The Brule and Paint Rivers Drumlins ecoregion is characterized by its landforms, soils, and 
presettlement vegetation. 

 Landforms: The landscape character is marked by the repetitive pattern of drumlin 
ridges, oriented northeast-southwest, alternating with wetland depressions. 

 Soils: Soils in this region commonly have a silt cap. They differ from the sandy, more 
acidic soils in adjacent ecoregions. MI157 Champion-Wabeno-Monico is a widespread 
soil association in this region: Champion and Wabeno are cobbly silt loams on drumlins 
and Monico is a somewhat poorly drained silt loam found in inter-drumlin depressions. 

 Presettlement Vegetation: The finer-textured, loamy soils create conditions more 
favorable to northern hardwoods and a diverse woodland groundcover. American elm, 
basswood, white ash, and yellow birch are more common than in adjacent regions. The 
northern hardwoods forest type contrasts with the more coniferous forests of the 
Northern Wisconsin Highland Lakes Country (50i) to the west and the pine and oak 
barrens of the Wisconsin/Michigan Pine Barrens (50k) to the east. 

 Climate: The region’s climate is continental because of its inland location and lack of 
lake moderation. The growing season is short at around 87 days. 

 Boundaries: The western boundary is marked by the change from the loamy soil of this 
ecoregion to sandy outwash soil and a high lake density characteristic of the Northern 
Wisconsin Highlands Lake Country (50i). The northern boundary is delineated along the 
transition from the drumlin topography to the end moraines and kettle lakes of the 
Winegar Dead Ice Moraine (50v). The eastern boundary meets the thin soil over bedrock 
and exposed bedrock knobs of the Wisconsin-Michigan Pine Barrens (50k). 

 Mapping issues: This region is similar to Albert’’s IX.3.1 Iron River (called Brule and 
Paint Rivers region on line).  

 
 
50k Wisconsin-Michigan Pine Barrens 
The Wisconsin-Michigan Pine Barrens ecoregion is characterized by its bedrock geology, 
presettlement vegetation, and soils. 

 Bedrock geology: Precambrian bedrock lies close to the surface or exposed as knobs 
protruding 200-300 ft from the surrounding moraines and outwash plain. Surrounding 
low sandy ridges have a bedrock core. The bedrock is granite, quartzite, and iron- 
bearing formations. The region is one of the Upper Peninsula iron ranges, and mining 
was a major activity in the early 20th century. 

 Presettlement Vegetation:  White and red pine, hemlock, and sugar maple grew on thin 
soils over bedrock. Where soils were deep and loamy enough on flanking moraines, they 
supported northern hardwoods. The region is transitional for northern hardwood forest 
species. Beech declines in the northern portion, and southern species such as bitternut 
hickory, white oak, and rock elm occur in the southern portion. More characteristically, 
red and jack pine, and some white oak and white pine grew on thin soils over bedrock 
and on sandy outwash. Today, most forest cover is composed of aspen and birch with 
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some jack pine. Fire suppression has created closed canopy forest where open pine 
barrens once occurred.  

 Soils: The region’s soils vary between deeper loamy soils on moraines, deep 
excessively-drained sands, and shallow sandy soils over bedrock: MI182 Pemene-
Emmet-Carbondale; MI207 Sayner-Rubicon-Omega; MI171 Mancelona-Pemene-
Rubicon; MI204 Cathro-Emmet-Onaway. Emmet, Onaway, and Pemene are deep, well-
drained, fine to coarse sandy loams on ground moraines and end moraines. Rubicon, 
Omega, Sayner, and Mancelona are excessively-drained sands on end moraines and 
outwash plains that mainly support pines. Though some of the soil series are cultivated 
in other ecoregions, there is little agriculture in Ecoregion 50k.  

 Boundaries: Ecoregion 50k differs from the drumlins and more loamy soils of the 
adjacent Brule and Paint Rivers Drumlins (50j) in having more exposed bedrock and 
thinner, excessively-drained soils. In the west, the boundary is marked where the 
outwash plains meet the drumlins of Ecoregion 50j. To the north and east, the area of 
thin soils and bedrock exposure meets the deeper ground moraines and till of the 
Menominee Drumlins and Ground Moraine (50l). Most of the region’s area extends into 
Wisconsin.  

 Mapping Issues: 1.) This ecoregion differs somewhat from Albert’s two versions. 
Albert’s1995 version of the IX.1 Norway region (Spread Eagle-Dunbar Barrens on line) 
has an added area of outwash in the west. We have included the lower portion of this 
outwash. In the eastern half Albert’s boundaries extend farther northward to include 
some of the same soil series (MI204) that makes up the bulk of the Menominee Drumlins 
and Ground Moraine ecoregion (50l). We drew the northeastern boundary farther south 
near the southern edge of the MI204 STATSGO polygon. The overall regional boundary 
is similar to the NRCS Common Resource Area boundary. 2.) The disjunct portion of 50k 
in Wisconsin along Green Bay should probably be placed in Ecoregion 50aa, the 
Menominee-Drummond Lakeshore. 

 
50l Menominee Drumlins and Ground Moraine 
Bedrock geology, associated soils, and landforms characterize the Menominee Drumlins and 
Ground Moraine ecoregion. 

 Bedrock Geology: Over much of the region limestone and dolomite lie within 40 feet of 
the surface. 

 Soils: The region’s soil, having limestone as parent material, is more neutral and higher 
in nutrients than that in surrounding ecoregions. Soils are better-drained loams on 
drumlin mounds and more poorly-drained between drumlins: MI204 Cathro-Emmet-
Onaway; MI209 Carbondale-Cathro-Zimmerman; MI146 Charlevoix-Onaway-Trenary; 
MI179 Emmet-Tawas-Nadeau. Cathro, Carbondale, and Tawas muck and mucky peat 
occur in depressions. Emmet, Onaway, Trenary, and Charlevoix sandy loams are better 
drained and support northern hardwood forest.  

 Landforms: The flat to gently rolling ground moraine is generally poorly-drained. Better-
drained drumlin mounds are distributed across the ground moraine in a northeast-
southwest orientation. 

 Presettlement Vegetation: Historical vegetation on the loamy uplands consisted of 
northern hardwood forests of sugar maple, beech, hemlock, northern white-cedar, and 
yellow birch (particularly in the west). Northern white-cedar swamps on peats and mucks 
occupied the flat lowland plains between the drumlins. 

 Land Use Capability: The region has experienced significant agricultural clearing, with 
areas of pasture and forage crops. 
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 Boundaries: On the north and east the boundaries are marked by the transition from 
ground moraine to the lower and flatter lake plain regions to the east (Grand Marais 
Lakeshore 50x, Seney-Tahquamenon Sand Plain 50y, and Menominee-Drummond 
Lakeshore 50aa). The southern and western boundaries are delineated near the 
transition to the more exposed granitic and iron-rich bedrock, drier outwash soils, and 
drought-tolerant vegetation of the Wisconsin-Michigan Pine Barrens (50k).  

 Mapping issues: Ecoregion 50l is generally similar to Albert’s Region VIII.3.1 
Hermansville. The EPA framework differs somewhat by including the lower half of 
Albert’s Gwinn region, which has broad wetlands and organic soils, with the Menominee 
Drumlins and Ground Moraine ecoregion. Though they are on outwash rather than 
ground moraine, the poorly-drained soils of that portion of the Gwinn region are 
consistent with the poorly-drained soils of the Menominee Drumlins and Ground 
Moraine. However, the Gwinn wetlands are more acidic than the inter-drumlin wetlands; 
as a result, they will have spruce and tamarack dominating rather than northern white-
cedar. We have also broadened the arm of this ecoregion that protrudes to the west, 
taking in part of the northern Wisconsin-Michigan Pine Barrens ecoregion (50k) (Albert’s 
Norway region IX.1) that has soils and drumlin topography similar to the Menominee 
Drumlins and Ground Moraine. 

 
50u Keweenaw-Baraga Moraines 
The Keweenaw-Baraga Moraines ecoregion is distinguished by its climate, landforms, and 
presettlement vegetation. 

 Climate: The climate of the Keweenaw-Baraga Moraines is lake-moderated. The 
growing season is moderately long at 110-130 days, but it is cool. Lake effect snow is 
heavy, up to 200 inches. 

 Landforms: The Keweenaw-Baraga Moraines are steep, coarse textured end and 
ground moraines that range as high as 500 ft. There is also some poorly-drained lake 
plain along Keweenaw Bay and a sand plain at the Baraga Plains. 

 Presettlement Vegetation: Hemlock, sugar maple, and yellow birch were common on the 
deep, loamy soils. Yellow birch increases toward the north end of the Keweenaw 
Peninsula. Mixed conifer swamps with white-cedar, black spruce, tamarack, and alder 
occurred in riparian areas and in poorly-drained areas on the clay lake plain. Red pine 
and jack pine grew on the fire-prone Baraga Plains. 

 Soils: The region’s soils, mostly sands and sandy loams, are derived from Keweenaw 
sandstone and shale bedrock. Soils north of Houghton Channel are more sandstone-
based and south of the channel they are more basalt-based: MI174 Munising-Yalmer-
Keweenaw; MI176 Ontonagon-Nunica-Froberg; MI164 Graveraet-Misery-Skanee; MI200 
Munising-Skanee-Gay. Munising, Keweenaw, and Yalmer are well-drained and 
moderately well-drained loamy sands that support sugar maple, yellow birch, and 
hemlock as well as hay and potatoes when cultivated. Graveraet and Misery are finer silt 
loams that are also mostly in hardwood forest. Ontonagon, Nunica, and Froberg are silty 
loams found on the lake plain.  

 Boundaries: The western boundary is marked where the end and ground moraines of 
this ecoregion meet the basalt and conglomerate ridges of the bedrock spine of the 
Keweenaw Peninsula (Superior Mineral Ranges, 50d). The southern boundary meets 
the end moraines of the Winegar Dead Ice Moraine (50v). This ecoregion differs from 
the Winegar Dead Ice Moraine in its proximity to Lake Superior, which moderates its 
climate. The Winegar ecoregion has a more continental climate and a much shorter 
growing season. In the east, this ecoregion meets the rocky ridges of the Michigamme 
Highland (50w). 
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 Mapping issues: USFS, NRCS, and Albert are in some agreement on this region. We 
have combined Albert’s Baraga IX 6.3 and Gay IX 7.1 as both contain high end and 
ground moraine, sandy soils, similar vegetation, and lake effect climate. 

 
 
50v Winegar Dead Ice Moraine 
The Winegar Dead Ice Moraine is characterized by its climate, topography, and coarse-textured 
sandy soils. 

 Climate: The region’s inland location reduces any lake effect from the Great Lakes. The 
growing season is short at about 87 days. Lake effect snow is less than it is closer to 
Lake Superior, and winters are very cold.  

 Topography: The region has sections of ground moraine and glacial outwash, but the 
characteristic topography is one of steep end moraine ridges containing a high 
distribution of deep kettle lakes. The kettle lakes are acidic and low in nutrients. As is 
true of other ice stagnation areas, the stream drainage system is undeveloped. 

 Soils: Red sands and sandy loams are widespread across Ecoregion 50v: MI156 
Gogebic-Dinkey-Champion; MI144 Champion-Tacoosh-Carbondale; MI192 Rubicon-
Grayling-Rock Outcrop; MI155 Gogebic-Sarona-Witbeck; MI143 Champion-Lupton-
Carbondale. Gogebic and Champion are sandy loams with silty eolian deposits on end 
moraines that support northern hardwoods. Witbeck, Carbondale, and Tacoosh are 
poorly-drained, sometimes stony, mucky soils in depressional areas on outwash plains 
or end moraines; they support water tolerant trees such as black ash, black spruce, and 
red maple. Rubicon and Grayling are excessively-drained sands on outwash plains that 
serve as habitat for red and jack pine. 

 Presettlement Vegetation: Historically, northern hardwood forests of sugar maple, yellow 
birch, hemlock, and basswood grew on the uplands. Hemlock and white pine covered 
more fire prone areas on south and west slopes. Bogs and black spruce/tamarack 
swamps fill or surround kettle depressions. Today, after logging, sugar maple and red 
maple dominate and the representation of conifers is much lower. 

 Boundaries: Ecoregion 50v is distinguished from surrounding ecoregions based on 
differences in landform, bedrock exposure, and climate. 

 Mapping issues: 1.) Other agency frameworks show this ecoregion crossing the state 
line into Wisconsin. In the EPA framework, a portion of the Winegar Moraine is included 
in the Northern Wisconsin Highlands Lakes Country (50i), which continues north across 
the Michigan/Wisconsin border. Though landform and forest tree species differ between 
the Winegar moraine and Ecoregion 50i, the density of lakes and lake phosphorus 
levels were important attributes in the delineation of Ecoregion 50i in Wisconsin. As a 
result the portion of the Winegar moraine north of the MI/WI border with the densest 
distribution of lakes was included in the Northern Wisconsin Highlands Lakes Country 
(50i). 2.) We included two areas of outwash in Ecoregion 50v that Albert had placed in 
other regions: the northern part of Albert’s Gwinn region (VIII 3.2), and the upper arm of 
a portion of outwash that was placed in his Norway region (IX 1). 

 

 
50w Michigamme Highland 
The Michigamme Highland is distinguished by its bedrock geology, variable within-region 
climate, and presettlement vegetation. 

 Bedrock Geology: The Michigamme Highland is an outcrop of complex Precambrian 
bedrock, including sandstone, slate, shale, gneiss, quartzite, and iron formations. 
Elevations range from 600 feet at the lakeshore to almost 2000 feet at Mt. Curwood, the 
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highest point in Michigan. There are a number of bedrock lake basins; the lakes are 
mostly acidic and low in nutrients. 

 Climate: Because of its elevation and geographic position, this region experiences a 
minimal amount of lake moderation, except near the lakeshore. There is a strong 
climatic gradient; the growing season ranges from 100 days near the lake shore to just 
75 days in the interior. Snow increases with elevation to almost 200 in. 

 Presettlement vegetation: Variable depths of acidic, sandy soils over bedrock determine 
vegetation patterns. White pine, red oak, red pine, and aspen grew on exposed bedrock 
with little or no soil. Balsam fir and white spruce occurred on thin soils over bedrock. Any 
areas with greater depths of well-drained soil and a silty loess cap supported northern 
hardwoods forest minus beech, which grew only in more moderate lakeshore areas. 
Better water retaining soils supported hemlock and yellow birch. 

 Soils: Michigamme Highland soils include thin to discontinuous till over bedrock with 
variable amounts of loess on the surface: MI145 Michigamme-Champion-Tacoosh; 
MI193 Rubicon-Rock Outcrop-Kalkaska; MI159 Champion-Rubicon-Greenwood. 
Michigamme and Champion are deep, cobbly silt loams on moraines or glacial till with 
an eolian cap over igneous or metamorphic bedrock; they are forested with hemlock, 
sugar maple and yellow birch. Rubicon and Kalkaska sand, on outwash plains, support 
white, red, and jack pine. Tacoosh and Greenwood are mucky peats found in the limited 
bogs and marshes in the region. 

 Land use: The region has experienced logging and iron mining. However, there are 
some roadless areas remaining and a section of old growth forest preserved in the 
Huron Mountains. 

 Boundaries: The western boundary is delineated where the highlands and exposed 
bedrock meet the glacial drift of the Keweenaw-Baraga Till Plain. The boundary is not as 
abrupt in the south and southeast where the highlands meet the end moraines and 
outwash of the Winegar Dead Ice Moraine (50v) and the Menominee Drumlins and 
Ground Moraine (50l). This ecoregion differs from surrounding ecoregions in its 
elevation, more severe climate, general lack of human habitation, and low road 
densities. 

 Mapping issues: This delineation is similar to Albert’s, though it extends a bit more to 
the east to include some of the lower ridges transitional to the Grand Marais Lakeshore 
(50x). 

 
 
50x Grand Marais Lakeshore 
The Grand Marais Lakeshore is distinguished by its climate, landforms, soils, and presettlement 
vegetation. 

 Climate: The climate of Ecoregion 50x is lake-moderated in that its growing season is 
somewhat longer (110-130 days) than that of inland regions. The region also 
experiences cool summers and heavy lake effect snows that are almost as heavy as 
they are on the Keweenaw Peninsula to the west. Winter temperatures just inland from 
the lake are some of the lowest in the state. 

 Landforms: The Grand Marais Lakeshore is a mix of steep-sided, sandy end moraines 
and pitted outwash with kettle lakes and inter-ridge swamps, droughty outwash plain, 
and poorly drained peaty wetlands. Sandstone bedrock is near the surface in the 
western end of the region (Albert’s Deerton subdistrict). 

 Soils: Soils in this ecoregion are not quite as diverse as those in the Menominee -
Drummond Lakeshore to the south. They are characteristic of dry outwash plains, sandy 
moraines, and poorly-drained wetland depressions: MI191 Rubicon-Rousseau-Ocqueoc; 
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MI117 Kalkaska-Rubicon-Duel; MI173 Munising-Onota-Deerton; MI165 Karlin-Kalkaska-
Blue Lake; MI162 Rubicon-Rousseau-Guardlake. Kalkaska, Karlin, and Rubicon sand 
are somewhat excessively-drained and found on moraines, dunes, or outwash plains. 
Well-drained sands and sandy loams like Rousseau, Duel, Blue Lake, and Guardlake 
are found on sandy moraines, dunes, or outwash covered with northern hardwoods 
mixed with balsam fir. 

 Presettlement Vegetation: Jack pine, red pine, and white pine grew on the dune 
complexes and dry lake plain. Northern hardwood forest occurred with hemlock and 
white pine on sandy moraines in areas that seldom burned. Clay lake plain and poorly-
drained areas with bedrock near the surface supported spruce, tamarack, and white-
cedar swamps. 

 Boundaries: The southern boundary is marked by the broad extent of Seney-
Tahquamenon Sand Plain (50y) lowlands and swamps. In the west the boundary of the 
lake plain meets the ridges of the Michigamme Highland (50w).  

 Mapping issues: This region is similar to Albert’s VIII.2.2 Grand Marais subdistrict 
except that it also includes Albert’s Deerton subdistrict VIII 3.3, which has similar 
topography, but bedrock closer to the surface.  

 
 
50y Seney-Tahquamenon  Sand Plain 
The Seney-Tahquamenon  Sand Plain is characterized by its topography, hydrology, and soils. 

 Topography: Ecoregion 50y is a flat sand lake plain once filled by Glacial Lake 
Algonquin. The flat landscape is broken by occasional low beach ridges or sand dunes. 

 Hydrology: A permanently high water table and poor drainage result in broad areas of 
wetlands. The wetlands serve as the source for a number of eastern Upper Peninsula 
rivers. 

 Soils: The region contains sandy soils and mucky organic soils: MI131 Lupton-
Carbondale-Tawas; MI203 Dawson-Markey-Carbondale ; MI163 Tawas-Kalkaska-
Carbondale. Carbondale, Lupton, Markey and Tawas are very poorly drained, acidic 
muck or mucky peat soils that support conifer swamp and birch, aspen, and red maple. 
An area with a particularly high water table may have a peaty soil like Dawson; tree 
vegetation is sparse in such areas with stunted black spruce and tamarack comprising 
the major species. Boggy ground cover in all cases is composed of bog rosemary, 
cranberries, laurel, sphagnum mosses, and blueberries. The excessively drained 
Kalkaska soils are on the drier sand ridges, mostly found in the west end of the region; 
they support red pine and jack pine on dry exposures, and northern hardwoods in lake-
moderated areas. 

 Presettlement Vegetation: Conifers such as tamarack, black spruce, northern white-
cedar, balsam fir, and white pine dominated the swamps and peat bogs. Today, after 
widespread logging in the wetlands, there are more hardwoods mixed with second 
growth conifers. Dry sand ridges supported jack and red pine, northern hardwoods, 
hemlock, and white pine. 

 Climate: Because of its location between the two lakeshore regions (50x and 50aa), the 
Seney-Tahquamenon  Sand Plain ecoregion experiences somewhat less lake 
moderation in climate and less lake effect snow than the Grand Marais Lakeshore (50x) 
directly to the north. The region also shares with the Grand Marais Lakeshore some of 
the coldest winter temperatures in Michigan. 

 Boundaries: The flat lake plain marks the former presence of Glacial Lake Algonquin. 
The region is distinguished from other Lake Algonquin embayments, such as the 
Rudyard Clay Plain (50z), by its sandy and organic soils and its uniformly high water 
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table. It lacks the diversity of landforms (e.g., outwash or moraines) and bedrock 
exposure of either of the lakeshore regions to the north and south. 

 Mapping issues: This framework agrees with Albert’s boundaries for VIII.2.1 Seney. 
 
50z Rudyard Clay Plain 
The Rudyard Clay Plain is distinguished by its bedrock geology, topography, and soils. 

 Bedrock Geology: Limestone and dolomite underlie the Rudyard Clay Plain. 

 Topography: The topography of the Rudyard Clay Plain is nearly level with a few sandy 
beach ridges and low moraines. No lakes occur in this region. 

 Soils: Ecoregion 50z is covered by lacustrine clays. A common soil association is MI185 
Pickford-Rudyard-Ontonagon. 

 Presettlement Vegetation: Historical vegetation included a hardwood-conifer forest of 
balsam fir, balsam poplar, hemlock, northern white-cedar, tamarack, trembling aspen, 
white pine, and spruce. On slightly better drained sites, hardwoods of sugar maple, 
beech, American elm, basswood, and yellow birch occurred. Some areas of shallow 
peatlands were also found here.  

 Mapping Issues: The Rudyard Clay Plain has a slightly longer growing season, more 
neutral limestone-based soils, and more clearing for agriculture than the Lake Superior 
Clay Plains in the west (50a). The clay plains of Ecoregion 50a have sandstone, shale, 
and volcanic bedrock as soil parent material rather than limestone. As a result, the 
western clay plains (50a) are not as suited to agriculture as the Rudyard Clay Plain, and 
they are mostly forested. The agricultural land in the Rudyard Clay Plain is used for feed 
grains and dairy cattle. 

 
 
50aa Menominee-Drummond Lakeshore 
The Menominee-Drummond Lakeshore is characterized by its landforms, sandy soils, 
associated presettlement vegetation, and climate. 

 Landforms: This ecoregion has typical lake plain characteristics such as flat sand plain, 
beach ridges, dunes, and poorly drained depressions. It differs from some of the other 
lake plain regions in having limestone bedrock of the Niagara escarpment either close to 
the surface or exposed as bedrock shores, cliffs, or cobble beaches. 

 Soils: The soils of Ecoregion 50aa reflect the diversity of landforms: MI188 Roscommon-
Finch-Wallace; MI131 Lupton-Carbondale-Tawas; MI117 Kalkaska-Rubicon-Duel; MI170 
Longrie-Carbondale-Ruse; MI203 Dawson-Markee-Carbondale; MI175 Cathro-Tacoosh-
Nahma. Roscommon, Carbondale, Nahma, Cathro, and Ruse mucky sands may be 
deep but poorly-drained on outwash and lake plains or shallow over bedrock; they 
support balsam fir, black spruce, and northern white-cedar swamps. Kalkaska and 
Rubicon sand are somewhat excessively drained and found on moraines, dunes, or 
outwash plains. Well-drained sandy loams like Duel and Longrie are found on sandy 
moraines covered with northern hardwoods mixed with balsam fir. 

 Presettlement Vegetation: Portions of the region have thin soils over bedrock. Forest 
types varied on these soils depending on drainage: better drained soils supported 
northern hardwoods and poorly-drained sites had balsam fir, spruce, and white-cedar. 
Northern hardwoods also grew on dunes closer to the lakeshore where there was less 
moisture stress; farther inland red and jack pine occurred in dune habitats. Cedar 
swamps and tamarack swamps filled poorly drained depressions. 

 Climate: This ecoregion has the warmest climate in the Upper Peninsula. The growing 
season of about 125 days is similar to the Cheboygan Lake Plain ecoregion to the south 
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across Lakes Michigan and Huron. There is some lake effect snowfall, but it is less than 
that on the western and northern Superior lake shore.  

 Boundaries: The northern boundary in the east meets the fairly homogeneous soils and 
flat topography of the Rudyard Clay Plain (50z). The central portion is bounded by the 
Seney-Tahquamenon  Sand Plain (50y) to the north, a region with many wetlands and 
organic soils. In the southwest the ecoregion boundary is delineated at the rolling 
Menominee Drumlins and Ground Moraine (50l). 

 Mapping issues: NRCS CRA 94B.2 uses one unit similar to this one. USFS and Albert 
split the region into two sections near Manistique. Albert suggests there is a climate 
difference from west to east, but we felt that the similarities between the two sections 
were greater than the climatic differences. 

 
 
50ab Cheboygan Lake Plain 
The Cheboygan Lake Plain is characterized by its surficial and bedrock geology, sandy soils, a 
predominance of poorly drained soils and wetlands, and presettlement vegetation. 

 Surficial and Bedrock Geology: The covering of glacial drift is thinner along the lake 
shores. Limestone, dolomite, and gypsum lie just beneath the surface or are locally 
exposed and mined. The rest of the ecoregion is covered by sand, expressed as sand 
dunes, beach ridges, and flat sand plain. The dunes and beach ridges are excessively 
drained and the interdune swales and flat sand plain are poorly drained.  

 Soils: The regions soils are mainly sand, cobbly sand, and gravelly sand: MI108 Krakow-
Onaway-Detour; MI129 Summerville-St. Ignace-Alpena; MI121 Roscommon-Tawas-Au 
Gres; MI130 Detour-Hessel-Nadeau; MI112 Pinconning-Ingalls-Hettinger. Detour, 
Hessel, and Au Gres are somewhat poorly drained cobbly loams and loamy sands that 
support white cedar, black spruce, aspen, and birch. St. Ignace is a fine, shallow silt 
loam over bedrock, supporting northern hardwoods, white cedar, and balsam fir. Nadeau 
and Alpena represent the coarser-textured, well-drained to excessively-drained sandy 
soils on beach ridges. Wetland species are found on poorly-drained Hettinger and 
Roscommon mucky sand.  

 Presettlement Vegetation: The broad areas of wetland were dominated by northern 
white-cedar and tamarack. Various moisture and drainage conditions supported balsam 
fir, black spruce, hemlock, white pine, aspen, birch, and willow. Red pine and jack pine 
grew on dry outwash sands, and white pine and red pine occurred on beach ridges. 

 Boundaries: The Cheboygan Lake Plain is clearly distinguished from inland regions to 
the south, like the Onaway Moraines, Vanderbilt Moraines, and Mio Plateau, by its flat 
topography, longer growing season, increased incidence of wetlands, reduced 
occurrence of northern hardwood forest, and thinner glacial drift, with limestone bedrock 
near or at the surface. It differs from other lake plain regions to the south in its more 
severe climate, the addition of northern species in wetland habitats, and bedrock near 
the surface, sometimes forming cobble beaches. 

 
 
50ac Onaway Moraines 
The Onaway Moraines ecoregion is characterized by climate, heterogeneity of landforms, and 
presettlement vegetation. 

 Climate: The Onaway Moraines span an area that experiences a lake effect from Lakes 
Michigan and Huron in the north portion, and further south near the steep moraines 
ascending the Mio Plateau, the growing season is shorter (about 108 days) and the 
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winter is more severe. A combination of the northern location and a profusion of cold air 
pockets produces habitats suitable for forests with a boreal character. 

 Landforms: The region's landforms are heterogeneous: they include rolling as well as 
steeper ground moraine, drumlins, and outwash deposits, both excessively-drained and 
poorly drained. Glacial drift is very thick, up to 500 feet, in the south at the edge of the 
Vanderbilt moraines, but it declines steadily in depth to the north. Closer to the lakes 
there are areas of karst topography and bedrock exposure. 

 Presettlement Vegetation: The variety of landforms and soils supported similarly diverse 
forest types and soil moisture regimes. Red oak and red, jack, and white pine grew in 
dry outwash soils; beech-sugar maple and associated northern hardwoods occurred on 
rolling ground moraines and drumlins; and white cedar, tamarack, black spruce, and 
black ash grew in wetlands and swamps. As mentioned above, a combination of 
northern location, heavy lake effect snows, shorter growing season, and cold air 
drainage combine to create habitats suitable for boreal forest species such as white- 
cedar, spruce, and balsam fir. 

 Land Use Capability: Though the soils are very rocky, much of the terrain once covered 
in northern hardwood forest has been cleared for pasture, potatoes, and rowcrops. 

 Boundaries: The southern boundary is marked where the more gently rolling ground 
moraines and drumlins meet the steep end moraines of the Vanderbilt Moraines 
ecoregion (50ad). The northern boundary is at the meeting of the rolling moraines and 
the flat Cheboygan Lake Plain. 

 Mapping Issues: The ecoregion as delineated here also includes Albert’s VII 6.2 
Stutsmanville sand ridges in the far northwest corner, which share the region’s 
distinguishing features: sandy ground moraines, thick drift (up to 500 ft.), northern 
hardwoods forest, wetland vegetation in poorly drained outwash, and geographic 
position just above the Cheboygan Lake Plain (50ab). 

 
50ad Vanderbilt Moraines 
The distinguishing features of the Vanderbilt Moraines ecoregion are very similar to those of the 
Mio Plateau to the south. The two areas share similar climate, soils, depth of till, presettlement 
vegetation, and fire regime patterns. In addition, both regions have “blue ribbon” trout stream 
habitats. The major difference lies in their landforms; the steep end moraines of the Vanderbilt 
Moraines contrast with the flat Mio Plateau. Elevations decline 200-400 feet along the 
escarpment. Streams in the Vanderbilt Moraines ecoregion have steeper gradients; strong 
winds are channeled down the narrow valleys, and cold air drainage off the high plateau pools 
in white-cedar dominated wetlands below. 

 Boundaries: The southern boundary is delineated at the edge of the Mio Plateau 
(50ad). The base of the toe slopes of the end moraines forms the northern boundary, 
where the Vanderbilt Moraines meet the Onaway Moraines ecoregion.  

 Mapping Issues: Attendees at the meeting in Lansing decided that the differences 
between the Mio Plateau and the Vanderbilt Moraines were enough to separate them 
into two separate regions. 

 
50ae Mio Plateau 
The Mio Plateau is characterized by its climate, landforms, soil, presettlement vegetation, and 
fire regime. 

 Climate: The Mio Plateau, with its inland location and higher elevations, has the most 
continental climate in the Lower Peninsula. There is a chance for frost at any time of the 
year. The growing season is the shortest in the LP at 80-130 days. Snow amounts are 
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similar to those in the Cadillac Hummocky Moraines, up to 140 inches in the west and 60 
in the east.  

 Landforms: A broad apron of outwash plain extends in a southwesterly direction from 
high end moraines in the north. Glacial drift is extremely deep, as much as 800 ft. thick. 
The water table is far beneath the surface of the thick glacial drift; as a result there are 
fewer wetlands and lakes on end moraines and outwash than in some other ecoregions 
(e.g., 56h). However, there are areas of lakes and wetlands where lenses of clay lie 
beneath the surface. Depressions in the outwash plain serve as frost pockets that limit 
the growth of deciduous forest species, but they are better suited to jack pine. 

 Soils: The region contains mostly well-drained to excessively-drained sandy soil 
associations similar to the frigid soils in the northern Cadillac Hummocky Moraines 
ecoregion (50ae). Soil associations: MI126 Rubicon-Grayling-Croswell; MI119 Grayling-
Graycalm-Au Gres; MI116 Kalkaska-Leelanau-Emmet; MI124 Rubicon-Graycalm-
Montcalm MI131 Lupton-Carbondale-Tawas; MI115 Graycalm-Kalkaska-Montcalm. 
Grayling, Rubicon, and Graycalm sands are excessively-drained and generally left in 
jack pine and pin oak forest. The well-drained Montcalm, Emmet, and Kalkaska sandy 
loams support a more diverse hardwood forest, with sugar maple, red pine, and some 
white and jack pine. The somewhat poorly-drained Au Gres soil supported moist habitat 
forest species such as northern white-cedar, balsam fir, red maple, and hemlock, and it 
may be cleared for pasture. The Lupton, Carbondale, and Tawas soils comprise the 
mucky wetland soils found near Houghton and Higgins Lakes as well as Dead Stream 
Swamp. 

 Presettlement Vegetation: Most of the region is forested. Jack and red pines, white and 
pin oak grew on the more excessively-drained outwash plains. Wetter outwash 
supported white pine, hemlock, aspen, and red maple. Fire created a mosaic of 
vegetation types on the drier outwash plains. The most frequently burned areas 
contained open grassland, jack pine savanna, or closed forests of jack and red pine. The 
fire-prone jack pine forest remains an important nesting habitat for the endangered 
Kirtland’’s warbler. Beech-sugar maple and other hardwoods species grew on the finer-
textured soils. This was particularly true in the northwestern part of the region where a 
long end moraine creates a fire break; in the northwest there is also higher humidity and 
some lake effect snow. Conifer hardwood swamps, mixed conifer swamp, and bogs 
occur near Higgins and Houghton Lakes and Dead Stream Swamp. 

 Boundaries: The northern boundary is delineated at the edge of the high plateau where 
it drops off toward the northern Lake Michigan and Lake Huron shorelines. The western 
boundary marks a similar drop in elevation to the Manistee-Leelanau Shore. The 
southwestern boundary is drawn where the flat outwash plain meets the Cadillac 
Hummocky Moraines. Finally, the transition to the finer- textured soils of the Tawas Lake 
Plain forms the eastern boundary.  

 Mapping issues: Ecoregion 50ad generally matches the outline of Albert’s Grayling 
Subdistrict.  

 
 
50af Cadillac Hummocky Moraines 
The Cadillac Hummocky Moraines ecoregion is distinguished by its landforms, climate, soils, 
and land use capability. 

 Landforms: The end moraines that comprise the Cadillac Hummocky Moraines are 
composed of exceptionally deep sandy and gravelly drift. Some of the moraines are 200-
500 ft high, and the region also contains the highest point in the Lower Peninsula (1725 
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ft.). Because of the depth of the drift and the droughtiness of outwash soils, the moraines 
do not alternate with wet depressions as they do in other moraine-based ecoregions. 

 Climate: The region’s inland location makes it one of the colder Lower Peninsula 
ecoregions, with a growing season that ranges between 90 and 140 days. However, the 
climate is variable across the region. Snowfall declines from 100 to 50 inches west to 
east and the mildest temperatures are found in the southeast portion near the Saginaw 
Basin.  

 Soils: The region has mostly very deep sandy soils; there are some sandy loams in the 
southern portion. Mesic soils: MI076 Remus-Spinks-Coloma; MI011 Coloma-Spinks-
Oshtemo; MI014 Spinks-Houghton-Boyer; MI058 Perrinton-Ithaca-Coloma. Boyer and 
Spinks soils are associated on outwash plains and valley trains. The well-drained Spinks 
soils have an eolian origin and are mostly in pasture to reduce wind erosion from tillage. 
Soils like Coloma are excessively-drained and often left to second growth oak woodland. 
Perrinton and Ithaca soils are somewhat finer textured and less permeable; they 
supported beech-sugar maple forest, and with cultivation, they are in forage crops and 
pasture. Frigid soils: 124 Rubicon-Graycalm-Montcalm; 117 Kalkaska-Rubicon-Duel; 
107 Emmet-Montcalm-Kalkaska. Rubicon and Graycalm sand are excessively-drained 
and generally left in jack pine and pin oak forest. The well-drained Montcalm, Emmet, 
and Kalkaska sandy loams support a more diverse hardwood forest, with sugar maple, 
red pine, hemlock, and some white and jack pine.  

 Land Use Capability: Though some of the soils listed above are farmed more intensively 
in other ecoregions, they are mainly used for pasture in the Cadillac Hummocky 
Moraines.  

 Presettlement Vegetation: In this cooler, more northerly ecoregion, even sandy, coarse-
textured end moraines were dominated by beech-sugar maple and red oak, with some 
hemlock and white pine. Outwash areas and moraines that burned frequently had a 
more xeric forest cover, with white and black oak, red and jack pine. The Cadillac 
Hummocky Moraines straddle a transition zone where southern hardwood species such 
as such as black walnut, tulip poplar, and the hickories begin to drop out and are 
replaced by eastern hemlock, white pine, and yellow birch.  

 Boundaries: The high, steep end moraines of the Cadillac Hummocky Moraines 
contrast with the flat outwash plains to the west (50ag Newaygo Barrens) and northeast 
(the Mio Plateau 50ae). This ecoregion’s more northerly location, steep topography, and 
droughty soils distinguish it from the rolling ground moraines on the cultivated Lansing 
Loamy Plain (56g) to the south. Also, the Cadillac moraines do not alternate with 
wetland depressions as do the moraines on the Lansing Loamy Plain. Differences in 
climate, vegetation, soils, and land use capability between the Cadillac Hummocky 
Moraines and the Lansing Loamy Plain form the basis for the boundary between Level III 
ecoregions 50 and 56. The end moraines in this ecoregion are not studded with kettle 
lakes as are those in the Interlobate Dead Ice Moraines (56h). The region is similar to 
the Mio Plateau (50ae) in the thickness of the drift and in its elevated position. 

 Mapping issues: The region is similar to Albert’s VII.2.1. Because the Cadillac 
Hummocky Moraines are evenly divided into frigid soils in the north and mesic in the 
south, the NRCS framework divides it into two separate Common Resource Areas. 

 
50ag Newaygo Barrens 
The Newaygo Barrens is characterized by its sandy soils, presettlement vegetation, and climate. 

 Soils: Most of the soils are well-drained or excessively-drained. MI119 Grayling-
Graycalm-Au Gres; MI080 Plainfield-Kingsville-Pipestone; MI050 Grattan-Pipestone-
Granby. MI124 Rubicon-Graycalm-Montcalm. Grayling, Rubicon, and Graycalm sand 
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are excessively-drained and generally left in jack pine and pin oak forest. The well-
drained Montcalm sandy loam supported a more diverse hardwood forest, with sugar 
maple, red pine, and some white and jack pine. The somewhat poorly-drained Au Gres 
soil supported moist habitat forest species such as northern white-cedar, balsam fir, red 
maple and hemlock, and it may be cleared for pasture. The somewhat poorly-drained 
Pipestone soil in the southern half of the region is cultivated for pasture or specialty 
crops. Some of these soils, like Plainfield and Grattan were once cultivated for grain, 
corn, and specialty crops, but are now reverting to second growth forest or pine 
plantations in some areas. 

 Presettlement Vegetation: The sandy soils of the Newaygo Barrens were once the 
location for broad areas of tallgrass prairie and oak and white pine savanna. Frequent 
fire perpetuated these habitats; ground fires likely burned the grassy understory and 
retained larger trees within the savanna intact. Jack pine and northern pin oak also grew 
on the fire-prone outwash plain. Because of the proximity to Lake Michigan, beech and 
sugar maple were able to grow in areas that did not experience frequent fire.  

 Climate: Ecoregion 50ag is close enough to Lake Michigan to experience some 
moderation in climate and some lake effect precipitation. Lake effect snow varies from 
140 inches on the west side to 70 inches on the eastern boundary. The length of the 
growing season is intermediate between the lake front ecoregions (56d, 56f, 51m) and 
the interior Mio Plateau (50ae. The region experiences cold air drainage from the Mio 
Plateau as well, which raises the risk for late spring frosts. 

 Land Use Capability: The droughty sandy soils, leaching of nutrients, and erosion risk 
limit the capability of Newaygo soils for agriculture. In some areas, farmland has been 
abandoned and has reverted to forests of white oak, black oak, and jack pine. 

 Boundaries: The western boundary is delineated where the flat outwash plain meets the 
more diverse topography of the Lake Michigan Lake Plain (56d) and the Manistee-
Leelanau Shore (51m). The flat outwash meets the hilly topography of the Cadillac 
Hummocky Moraines (50af) in the east. The northern boundary is discussed below in 
Mapping Issues. The Newaygo Outwash ecoregion differs from the Battle Creek 
Outwash (56b) in its cooler climate and in the addition of conifers to the forest vegetation 
there. It differs from the Mio Plateau (50ae) outwash in its lower elevation, more 
moderate climate, and greater capability for (limited) agricultural production 

 Mapping Issues: 1) The boundaries of this ecoregion agree with those of Albert’s 
Newaygo District (VII.3) except in the far northern portion. There, the Platte River 
outwash has been included in the Manistee-Leelanau Shore ecoregion (51m). 2) NRCS 
divides this region based on the mesic/frigid line. The mesic/frigid break integrated well 
with other attributes on the east and west lake plain ecoregions (56d, 56f, 50ah), but in 
this ecoregion the soil temperature factor did not dominate other attributes.  

 
50ah Tawas Lake Plain 
The Tawas Lake Plain is distinguished from other Huron/Erie Lake Plain ecoregions by its 
climate, soils, presettlement vegetation, and land use capability. 

 Climate: A major climate change occurs near the southern border of the Tawas 
Lake Plain where cool northern air masses meet those from the south. The growing 
season in the Tawas Lake Plain is up to 20 days shorter than that of the Saginaw 
Lake Plain to the south. Though the proximity of Lake Huron has a modest 
moderating effect on the climate of the Tawas Lake Plain, there is no lake effect in 
winter precipitation. Snow amounts are 40-60 inches in this ecoregion compared to 
100-140 inches at the same latitude on the west side of the state. 
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 Soils: Though there are some clay and silt-based soils in the southern portion of the 
ecoregion, more of the lake plain consists of excessively-drained to poorly drained 
sands:126 Rubicon-Grayling-Croswell;127 Rubicon-Croswell-Au Gres; 122 
Roscommon-Au Gres-Iosco; 97 Nester-Kawkawlin-Sims; 99 Kawkawlin-Iosco-Sims; 
111 Iosco-Brevort-Gladwin. Rubicon sand is excessively-drained and most of it 
remains in cut-over native forest or pine plantations. A small proportion of the 
somewhat poorly-drained or moderately well-drained sandy loams such as Iosco, 
Kawkawlin, Croswell, or Au Gres may be used for pasture, grain, hay or specialty 
crops such as blueberries. Sims is a clay loam; though it is poorly-drained, it may be 
tiled or ditched for conversion to cropland. Roscommon, a poorly drained mucky 
sand, and Brevort, a poorly-drained sandy loam, support balsam fir, black spruce, 
jack pine, northern white-cedar, and quaking aspen.  

 Presettlement vegetation: Beach ridges supported red oak and white and red pine. 
Beech-sugar maple, along with hemlock and white pine, occurred on finer-textured 
loam or clay soils. Poorly-drained areas on the lake plain created a diverse 
collection of wetland habitats such as cedar, black ash, tamarack, and 
hemlock/white pine/red maple swamps, old lake embayment shrub swamps, and 
Great Lakes marsh along the lake shore.  

 Land use capability: The colder climate combined with the widespread occurrence 
of nutrient-poor sand and poorly-drained wetlands result in less cropland and a 
higher proportion of this lake plain’s area being devoted to forest or pine plantation 
than in the lake plain regions to the south (Ecoregions 57a and 57e). 

 Boundaries: The boundary on the northwest meets the Mio Plateau (50ae) 
outwash plain and the moraines of the Vanderbilt and Onaway Moraines. The 
southern boundary is drawn in the vicinity of the transition to a cooler northern 
climate; the boundary line is delineated along STATSGO polygons marking the 
transition to soils with a frigid temperature regime.  

 Mapping Issues: The region closely matches Albert’s Arenac District (VII 1.1), 
except for the southern boundary. The EPA framework also cuts off the arm of the 
Lansing Moraine that extends north of the Level III Ecoregion 50 line and includes 
the finer-textured northern Lansing Moraine soils with the finer-textured Tawas Lake 
Plain soils. 

 
 
51 North Central Hardwood Forests  
Modified description from Wisconsin poster:  
The North Central Hardwoods Forests (51) is a transitional region between the predominantly 
forested Northern Lakes and Forests (50) and the warmer, mostly agricultural ecoregions to the 
south. Though the ecoregion occurs mostly in Minnesota and Wisconsin, a narrow zone follows 
the Michigan lake shore in northern Lower Michigan. Here, steeply sloping end moraines and 
drumlins, sand dunes, and outwash plains support a mosaic of forests, wetlands and lakes, 
commercial fruit production, and pasture. The growing season is generally longer in Ecoregion 
51 than in the Northern Lakes and Forests (50). Lake densities are generally lower here than in 
Ecoregion 50, and lake phosphorus levels tend to be higher. 
  
 
51m Manistee-Leelanau Shore 
The Manistee-Leelanau Shore is distinguished by its climate, sandy soils, land use capability, 
and presettlement vegetation. 
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 Climate: Though the climate is somewhat cooler and the growing season somewhat 
shorter than that in the Lake Michigan Lake Plain (56d) to the south, lake moderation of 
the climate in this region is enough to support commercial fruit production for cherries, 
apples, and grapes. Lake effect snowfall is heavy, about 100-140 inches. 

 Soils: Lakeside dunes, steep end moraines, and lake plains in the region are composed 
of sandy soils of varied texture. The soil temperature regime is mesic close to the 
lakeshore and frigid inland. The dunes consist of excessively drained, coarse sands of 
eolian origin. The moraines may contain a range of fine- to coarse-textured sands. 
MI116 Kalkaska-Leewenau-Emmet; MI107 Emmet-Montcalm-Kalkaska; MI106 Emmet-
Onaway-Omena. Emmet is a well-drained sandy loam on end moraines and drumlins. It 
supports fruit orchards in favorable locations, grain and hay elsewhere. Steep areas are 
left in beech, maple, aspen, hemlock, and red pine forest. Omena is a sandy loam 
mostly cultivated to grain, corn, and hay. Leelanau and Montcalm are somewhat sandier, 
and a larger proportion is kept in forest and pasture. Kalkaska sands are excessively 
drained and support beech-sugar maple and red and white pine forest.  

 Presettlement vegetation: Because of the lake-moderated climate, beech-sugar maple 
and other northern hardwoods occurred even on sandy moraines, dunes, and outwash. 
The difference in this more northern lakeside region is the addition of a larger proportion 
of conifer species: hemlock and white pine on lake plain and moraines, and hemlock, 
white, red, and jack pine on the dunes. Poorly-drained portions of the lake plain 
supported elm, ash, tamarack, or cedar swamps, and large areas of marsh surrounded 
the large coastal lakes near Manistee and Big Sable. 

 Boundaries: The eastern boundary of the Leelanau Shore is marked where the outwash 
and steep end moraines of the interior plateau begin (Ecoregion 50ad and 50ae). The 
southern boundary at its narrowest points south of Manistee. 

 Mapping Issues: The Manistee-Leelanau Shore ecoregion takes the northern portion of 
Albert’s Manistee region and places it in EPA’s Level III region 51 along with Albert’s 
Leelanau District.  

 
51n Platte River Outwash 
The Platte River Outwash ecoregion is characterized by its sandy soils, land use capability, 
climate, and presettlement vegetation. 

 Soils: Most of the outwash soils are excessively-drained to well-drained: MI116 
Kalkaska-Leewenau-Emmet and MI125 Rubicon-Eastlake-Eastport. Leelanau loamy 
sand and Rubicon and Kalkaska sands are excessively-drained and support beech-
sugar maple and red and white pine forest. Eastlake and Eastport sands similarly 
support mixed hardwoods and pine, but small areas may be under cultivation for small 
grains and hay. 

 Land Use Capability: Early attempts at cultivation of the outwash sands led to wind 
erosion, loss of productivity, and eventual abandonment of farms. Today, many areas 
are idle, and now support pine plantations or native forest of pines, red and black oak, 
and aspen.  

 Climate: The climate of Ecoregion 51n is midway between the mild, lake-moderated 
climate of the Manistee-Leelanau Shore (51m) and the colder, more continental climate 
of the interior ecoregions, the Mio Plateau (50ae) and the Cadillac Hummocky Moraines 
(50af) 

 Presettlement Vegetation: The forest cover of the Platte River Outwash included beech-
sugar maple forest even on sandy outwash soils. 
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 Boundaries: The triangular Platte River Outwash has a boundary moraine of the central 
Mio Plateau as its eastern boundary and the other two boundaries meet the lake plain of 
the Manistee-Leelanau Shore. 

 Mapping Issues: The Platte River outwash area is included in the northern portion of 
Albert’s Newaygo Outwash region (VII.3). In the EPA framework, it is separated from the 
corresponding Newaygo Barrens (Ecoregion 50ag) to the south because of its 
presettlement vegetation (northern hardwoods-beech-sugar maple). The rest of the 
outwash region to the south contained more oak and pine and experienced frequent fire. 
The Platte River Outwash may have escaped burning because of its proximity to Lake 
Michigan. 

 
 
55 Eastern Corn Belt Plains (OH/IN) 
Ecoregion 55 is primarily a rolling till plain with local end moraines. It has loamier and better 
drained soils than the Huron/Erie Lake Plain (Ecoregion 57). Glacial deposits of Wisconsinan 
age are extensive; they are not as dissected nor as leached as the pre-Wisconsinan till which is 
restricted to the southern part of Ecoregion 55. Originally, beech, sugar maple, and basswood 
forests were common. Today, extensive corn, soybean, and livestock production occurs that 
has affected stream chemistry and turbidity. 
 
 
55a Clayey, High-Lime Till Plains  
Modified from Indiana/Ohio poster description: 
Rolling ground moraines and deep, clay loam soils characterize the Clayey, High-Lime Till 
Plains ecoregion (55a). Though soils in Ecoregion 55a are somewhat less productive than those 
in the Loamy, High-Lime Till Plains ecoregion (55b) to the south, the land has been under 
intensive agricultural production since the mid-nineteenth century. The region’s corn, soybean, 
wheat, and livestock farming have replaced the original land cover of beech-sugar maple and 
oak-hickory forests. Because of the prevalence of row crops and accompanying fine soil 
erosion, the low gradient streams of Ecoregion 55a are turbid; however, streamside cover strips 
and no-till agriculture have somewhat reduced sediment inputs to surface waters.  
This ecoregion is characterized by its landforms and soils. 

 Landforms: The arm of 55a that extends north into Michigan is composed of a series of 
flat ground moraines and more rolling end moraines. There are few lakes in this 
ecoregion. 

 Soil: Soils include fine-textured silt and clay loams: MI017 Miami-Conover-Brookston, 
MI055 Blount-Glynwood-Morley, MI006 Morley-Blount-Pewamo, and MI010 Urbanland-
Marlette-Capac. Miami – very deep, fine silt loam with an overlying layer of loess. 
Brookston – deep, poorly drained silt loam. Conover - deep, somewhat poorly-drained 
fine loam. Blount – very deep, somewhat poorly-drained clay loam. Glynwood – 
moderately drained fine silt loam, loess component. Morley – very deep, moderately 
well-drained clay loam with a loess component. Pewamo - very deep, poorly-drained 
clay loam. Marlette – fine sandy loam, moderately well-drained. Capac – fine sandy 
loam, somewhat poorly drained. 

 Presettlement Vegetation: The historic forest vegetation consisted of oak-hickory on 
well-drained soils and beech-sugar maple on clay soils. Most of what was once closed-
canopy forest has been cleared and half of the region’s wetlands have been drained for 
agriculture. Wetter soils also supported red maple, American elm, white ash, and 
American basswood. Today small areas of cutover woodland occur on steeper slopes 
and the landscape is almost entirely devoted to corn, soybeans, oats, wheat and hay. 
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 Water Resources: In Ecoregion 55a the major water quality problems on rivers and 
tributaries originate from nutrient loading, high sediment inputs, and agricultural 
chemicals. Channelization of tributaries has also increased sediment loading. Best 
management practices such as no-till farming and cover strips near waterways have 
achieved some progress in reducing sediment and chemical pollution. Wooded river 
corridors are important for sustaining remaining populations of mammals (fox, mink, 
muskrat, beaver) and birds, both resident and migrant (Dodge, River Raisin 
Assessment, 1998). 

 Boundaries: The eastern boundary is marked where the moraines of the Clayey, High-
Lime Till Plains meet the flat Maumee Lake Plain (57a). The transition to lake-studded 
ice contact topography and sandier soils defines the boundary between this ecoregion 
and the Interlobate Dead Ice Moraine (56h) to the west. The present boundary in the 
northeast does not extend as far as does the region outlined by Albert et al. because of 
the transition to a more lake-rich topography and sandier soils in northern Oakland 
County that are more typical of ecoregion 56h. Near the Indiana/Michigan border, the 
northwest boundary is placed at the northwestern boundary of soil series MI017. 

 Mapping issues: There is general agreement among the agency frameworks on the 
location and extent of 55a in Indiana and Ohio (NRCS MLRA 111B, USFS 222Je) and 
that an arm of 55a extends into Michigan. The soil types characteristic of 55a appear to 
end in middle Oakland County at the north end of MI010. North of there MI016 and 
M014 are soil associations that cover the width of ecoregion 56h, the Interlobate Dead 
Ice Moraines. Near the Indiana/Michigan border, the northwest boundary of 55a is 
marked at the northwestern boundary of soil association MI017, Miami-Conover-
Brookston. This soil association occurs again in 55a further north and southeast of 
Jackson, Michigan. The soils in this association are similar to the other clay loams of 55a 
in that they are fine-textured, well-drained to somewhat poorly-drained, silt loams and 
almost entirely cultivated to the same crops grown elsewhere in 55a (corn, soybeans, 
grains). They and the other silt and clay loams of 55a also share an overlying layer of 
loess. They are more similar to soils in 55a than they are to the sandy, very well-drained 
soils in the neighboring ecoregion, the Interlobate Dead Ice Moraines (56h). This 
evidence indicates a wider ecoregion 55a in the vicinity of the Indiana/Ohio/Michigan 
state line (the jog in the state lines). 

 
56 Southern Michigan/Northern Indiana Drift Plains  
Modified from the Ohio/Indiana poster: 
Ecoregion 56 is distinguished from adjacent ecoregions by its many lakes and marshes as well 
as its diverse assortment of landforms, soil types, soil textures, and land uses. Broad till plains 
with thick drift deposits, moraines, paleobeach ridges, relict dunes, kames, drumlins, meltwater 
channels, and kettles occur. Feed grain, soybean, and livestock farming as well as woodlots, 
quarries, recreational development, and urban-industrial areas are common. An assortment of 
soils developed under oak-hickory forests, northern swamp forests, or beech forests. Bogs and 
bog soils are also locally common. Low to medium gradient streams occur and often have 
gravelly substrates and low amounts of suspended sediment. 
 
 
56b Battle Creek Outwash Plain  
The Battle Creek Outwash Plain is characterized by its landforms, soil, and historic vegetation. 

 Landforms: The Battle Creek Outwash Plain is a broad, flat plain that served as a major 
drainage way for receding Pleistocene glaciers. Today, streams and rivers occupy some 
of the main outwash channels. A few low moraines are scattered across the plain. 
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 Soils: The sands and gravels underlying the outwash plain are coarse and permeable 
and a source of ground water. Associated soils on both outwash plain and low moraines 
are predominantly well-drained sandy loams that can be droughty or subject to wind 
erosion. Soil series: Soils in the drainage include well-drained loamy and sandy soils: 
MI045 Oshtemo-Kalamazoo-Houghton; MI047 Schoolcraft-Kalamazoo-Elston; MI014 
Spinks- Houghton-Boyer; MI041 Barry-Locke-Hatmaker; MI011 Coloma-Spinks-
Oshtemo; MI034 Riddles-Hillsdale-Gilford. Oshtemo, Boyer, and Kalamazoo are sandy 
loams, mostly cultivated to corn, soybeans, and grain. The well-drained Spinks soils 
have an eolian origin and are mostly in pasture to reduce wind erosion from tillage. 
Houghton, Locke, and Barry represent poorly-drained sandy soils in depressions, often 
drained for corn, soy, and vegetable production. Soils like Coloma are excessively- 
drained and often left to second growth oak woodland. 

 Presettlement Vegetation: The region’s presettlement vegetation was diverse. The 
coarse soils of the outwash plain supported Michigan’s largest concentration of dry 
tallgrass prairies, though wet prairies were also common. Frequent fires maintained the 
prairie and savanna habitats. Oak savanna grew on gently sloping terrain where fires 
were more frequent and oak-hickory forest grew in steeper terrain or where moisture 
conditions did not favor frequent fires.  

 The outwash deposits provide for stable flows in the region’s streams and rivers. Though 
stream quality is generally better than in lake plain and till plain ecoregions (such as 57a 
and 55a), channelization and the removal of riparian vegetation have degraded both 
aquatic and terrestrial stream habitats. Silt-tolerant fish species have increased as 
sediment is deposited in gravel substrates (Wesley and Duffy, 1999). The distribution of 
lakes is not as dense as on the end moraine complexes (such as Ecoregion 56h), but 
they are numerous and they serve as the source of some of the region’s streams. 

 The ecoregion’s southerly location gives it a relatively warm climate compared to the rest 
of the state. However, situated as it is east of the Lake Michigan Moraines (Ecoregion 
56f), the region experiences little lake temperature moderation, though the far western 
portion of the region does receive some lake effect snow. 

 Boundaries: The Battle Creek Outwash Plain meets the lake-studded end moraines on 
the north and northeast. The western boundary is marked where the Lake Michigan 
moraines meet the more level outwash plain. In the southeast the region’s boundary is 
based on soil type, that is, where the sandy outwash soils meet the finer-textured clay 
loams of the Clayey, High-Lime Till Plains (55a). 

 Mapping issues: This ecoregion is similar to Albert’s VI 2.1 Battle Creek. 
 
 
56d Michigan Lake Plain  
Modified description from the Ohio/Indiana poster: 
The Michigan Lake Plain ecoregion is a sandy coastal strip with beaches, high dunes, beach 
ridges, mucky inter-dune depressions, and swales. Its lake-moderated climate, as well as its 
beach and dune plant communities, differentiates it from inland ecoregions. Drought tolerant 
oak and pine grow on stabilized dunes and remnants of beech-sugar maple forest grow on 
dunes and moraines. The lake-moderated climate makes this region the center for fruit and 
vegetable farming in Michigan. 
The Michigan Lake Plain is characterized by its climate, predominance of sandy soils and lake 
plain features, presettlement vegetation, and present day land use capability. 

 Climate: The Michigan Lake Plain has a relatively mild lake-moderated climate. The 
growing season ranges from 140-157 days north to south. Lake effects, such as cooler 
summer temperatures, moderate winter temperatures, heavy winter snow, and early last 
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frost date strongly influence the natural vegetation and land use capabilities. Lake 
effects extend inland eastward to include the flanking moraines adjacent to Ecoregion 
56d (Lake Michigan Moraines, Ecoregion 56f).  

 Soils: Though there are some low moraines in this ecoregion having well-drained clay 
loam soils, the predominant soil parent material is sand. Sand covers the flat lake plain 
and it forms dunes as high as 200 ft. Sand over clay creates wetland areas, many of 
which have been drained for agriculture. Excessively drained sands are generally left in 
natural cover because of erosion risk. Representative soil associations: MI031 Blount-
Pewamo-Glynwood; MI011 Coloma-Spinks-Oshtemo; MI048 Capac-Riddles-Selfridge; 
MI046 Oakville-Covert-Adrian; MI050 Grattan-Pipestone-Granby. Excessively-drained 
Oakville and Grattan soils are located on dunes and beach ridges; they support oak and 
white pine vegetation and may be cultivated with grain, hay, or vegetables. Granby, 
Capac, and Pipestone are poorly-drained sandy loams or clay loams between ridges; 
they support marsh grasses, aspen, silver maple, or if drained, small grain, hay, fruit and 
veg. The well-drained Spinks and Covert sands are mostly in pasture or hay or in 
second growth woodland of aspen, cherry, oak, and white pine.  

 Presettlement Vegetation: Higher humidity and soil moisture retention affect forest cover. 
Pine and hemlock, often found on stabilized dunes, occurred farther south than in inland 
areas, possibly because of cooler summer daytime temperatures. Beech and sugar 
maple, normally found on clay soils, grew on sandy soils in this region due to reduced 
moisture stress. Wetlands were widespread in inter-dune swales and in riparian areas of 
rivers and streams. The wetlands varied from treeless marshes to lowland hardwood 
swamps (black ash or silver maple dominant) to tamarack swamp. Most of these 
wetlands have been drained for blueberry and asparagus farming. Significant floodplain 
wetlands still exist near the White, Muskegon, and Sable rivers. 

 Land Use Capability: The focus of present day land use is in fruit, vegetable, nursery, 
orchard, and vineyard production. 

 Boundaries: The eastern boundary of the Michigan Lake Plain lies along the base of the 
Lake Michigan Moraines (56f). The northern boundary is marked by the transition to a 
cooler climate at the southern boundary of the Manistee-Leelanau Shore (51m). The 
Michigan Lake Plain ecoregion is distinguished from the Lake Michigan Moraines (56f) to 
the east by the transition from flat lake plain to rolling moraines and more diverse soil 
types. 

 Mapping issues: This ecoregion includes Albert’’s VI.3.2 Benton Harbor Subdistrict and 
the southern portion of Albert’’s Manistee District. These two areas were aggregated 
because of their similarities in climate, presettlement vegetation, soils, landforms, and 
land use. (Soil series MI050 extends into the southern third of the Manistee District.)  
Temperatures are somewhat cooler and the growing season is somewhat shorter in the 
northern part of the Michigan Lake Plain. 

 
56f Lake Michigan Moraines 
The Lake Michigan Moraines ecoregion is characterized by its landforms, climate, and 
presettlement vegetation. 

 Landforms: The Lake Michigan Moraines lie inland and parallel to the present day lake 
shore. They consist of end and ground moraines left by one of the advances of the 
Michigan lobe of the Wisconsinan glacier. 

 Climate: The Lake Michigan Moraines ecoregion experiences a lake-moderated climate. 
Lake effects, such as cooler summer temperatures, moderate winter temperatures, and 
early last frost date influence the natural vegetation and land use capabilities, though 
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somewhat less than on the lake plain itself. Lake effect snow can be heavy in the 
western portion, but it quickly declines to the east of Ecoregion 56f. 

 Presettlement vegetation: Due to the lake effect, beech and sugar maple dominated both 
clay loams and sandy loams. Further inland, various oak dominated forest types occupy 
sandy soils. In the northern portion of Ecoregion 56f some hemlock also occurred in 
somewhat poorly drained soils in depressions. Oak savanna and oak-hickory forest grew 
on drier ridges and steep slopes. 

 Soil: MI057 Riddles-Crosier-Oshtemo; MI048 Capac-Riddles-Selfridge; MI058 Perrinton-
Ithaca-Coloma; MI011 Coloma-Spinks-Oshtemo; MI007 Wasepi-Gilford-Boyer. Well-
drained Riddles, Spinks, Oshtemo, and Boyer are sandy loams, mostly cultivated to 
rowcrops or orchards; if uncultivated they support oak-hickory-sugar maple forest. 
Wasepi, Gilford, and Capac, sandy loams or clay loams, on poorly-drained soil between 
ridges, grew marsh grasses, aspen, and silver maple, and presently, if drained, they 
produce corn, grain, hay, fruit, or vegetables. Perrinton and Ithaca soils are somewhat 
finer-textured and less permeable; they supported beech-sugar maple forest, and with 
cultivation, they are in row crops and pasture. Soils like Coloma are excessively-drained 
and often left to second growth oak woodland unless irrigated.  

 Land use: Most of Ecoregion 56f is cultivated. As in the Lake Michigan Lake Plain to the 
west, the climate is amenable to fruit production; however, because of the occurrence of 
finer-textured soils on the moraines in the north, agricultural production there is less 
focused on fruit and vegetables, but includes a larger proportion of forage and row 
crops.  

 Surface waters: Kettle lakes are present but insignificant compared to ecoregions such 
as the Interlobate Dead Ice Moraines (56h). There are also few streams originating in 
this ecoregion.  

 Boundaries: The ecoregion boundaries trace the point at which the rolling moraines 
meet the flat lake plain to the west (Ecoregion 56d) and the flat outwash plain to the east 
(Battle Creek Outwash Plain, 56b). Besides being hillier than either the lake plain or the 
outwash plain, the Lake Michigan Moraines ecoregion also includes some finer-textured 
soils with the coarser sands common to the other two regions. This ecoregion shares the 
lake-moderated climate and land use of the Michigan Lake Plain ecoregion (56d), 
although there is less fruit and vegetable production and more rowcrop production in the 
Lake Michigan Moraines.  

 Mapping issues: Similar to USFS 222Jb, although they extend it south into Indiana. 
This ecoregion combines Albert’s VI.3.1 and VI.3.3.  

 

 
56g Lansing Loamy Plain 
The Lansing Loamy Plain ecoregion is distinguished by its landforms, presettlement vegetation, 
soils, and climate. 

 Landforms: The region covers a broad area in central Lower Michigan. It consists of 
mostly gently rolling ground moraine; well-drained hills alternate with poorly-drained 
linear depressions. The moraines are cut by glacial outwash channels. 

 Presettlement Vegetation: The ground moraine supported broad areas of beech-sugar 
maple forest. Associated species included basswood, black maple, red oak, and white 
ash. Oak-hickory forests grew on the drier end moraine and outwash habitats. The 
poorly-drained depressions and riparian floodplains contained American elm, red ash, 
silver maple, tamarack, and swamp white oak as well as areas of wet prairie. Today, the 
region has been almost entirely converted to rowcrops and pasture, except for farm 
woodlots and the small number of steeply sloping end moraines that still support patches 
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of oak-hickory forest. In the northwest portion of Ecoregion 56g, northern forest tree 
species, conifers such as white pine and hemlock, appear in woodland areas as the 
moraines increase in elevation and yearly temperatures decrease. 

 Soil: The soils on the ground moraine are medium-textured loamy soils and coarser-
textured soils on outwash areas and end moraines. MI035 Marlette-Capac-Parkhill; 
MI061 Parkhill-Capac-Londo; MI058 Perrinton-Ithaca-Coloma; MI017 Miami-Conover-
Brookston; MI036 Marlette-Capac-Spinks. Miami, Marlette, Perrinton and Ithaca soils are 
medium-textured loams; they supported beech-sugar maple forest, and they have been 
largely converted to row crops and pasture. On end moraines and outwash channels, 
sandy soils like Spinks and Coloma are mostly in pasture or hay or in second growth 
woodland. Parkhill, Brookston, and Capac loams on poorly-drained soil between 
moraines supported marsh grasses, aspen, silver maple, and swamp white oak, and 
when drained, they produce corn, soybeans, and hay.  

 Climate: The Lansing Loamy Plain has a continental climate. With its interior location, 
the ecoregion does not experience a lake effect either as moderated temperatures or 
increased winter snow. (In the far western portion of the ecoregion there is a longer 
growing season and more lake effect snow, but these effects decline quickly to the east.) 
The growing season is140-150 days, somewhat shorter than ecoregions to the west, 
south, and east.  

 Surface waters: There are relatively few lakes in this ecoregion. Some kettle lakes occur 
on end moraines and in pitted outwash channels, especially in the northwest portion. 
Postglacial stream drainage is not well developed and many of the drainage ways 
contain poorly-drained soils and an accumulation of organic matter. Ditching and 
channelization to drain poorly-drained areas to convert them to pasture or to specialty 
crops like mint is widespread. Existing rivers and streams occupy glacial outwash 
channels, the most prominent being the Grand River, which carried huge amounts of 
glacial runoff during the withdrawal of Pleistocene glaciers.  

 Boundaries: The rolling ground moraine of Ecoregion 56g is similar topographically to 
the Lake Michigan Moraines (56f) to the west. The two regions differ climatically, 
however, because the Lake Michigan Moraines experience a moderating lake effect 
from the proximity of Lake Michigan. The Lansing Loamy Plain ecoregion differs 
topographically and in soil types from both the steeper Interlobate Dead Ice Moraines 
(56h) to the south and the flat Maumee and Saginaw Lake Plains (57a and 57e) to the 
east.  

 Mapping issues: Ecoregion 56g is similar to Albert’’s region VI.4.1, the Lansing 
Subdistrict, except for the addition of the northern portion of Lum Subdistrict VI 5.2, 
which contains similar medium-textured ground moraine. Another of Albert’s areas, the 
southern portion of Greenville Subdistrict 4.2, was aggregated into the Lansing Ground 
Moraine ecoregion. The Greenville area is small in area and not distinctive enough to 
merit a separate ecoregion in the EPA framework—its differences in topography and the 
addition of northern forest species can be addressed in the description for the Lansing 
Loamy Plain. The coarse-textured end moraines and oak-hickory forest vegetation found 
in the eastern portion of the Greenville Transition encompass quite a small area, and 
there are other coarse-textured moraines and outwash found inside the Lansing Loamy 
Plain ecoregion (in the southeast). 

 
56h Interlobate Dead Ice Moraines 
Landforms and associated water resources, soil, and presettlement vegetation characterize the 
Interlobate Dead Ice Moraines. 
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 Landforms: The Interlobate Dead Ice Moraines ecoregion encompasses a band of 
coarse-textured end moraines, kames, and outwash sands extending across much of 
the width of the Lower Peninsula, beginning just east of the Lake Michigan Moraines 
(56f) and ending above the Saginaw Lake Plain (57e) on the east side of the state. The 
Interlobate Dead Ice Moraines consists of ice-contact topography or dead-ice moraine; it 
formed where ice melted in place within a stalled glacier, leaving numerous kettle ponds 
in its wake. Lakes also occur in pitted outwash channels. 

 Soil: Soils on the moraines are well- to excessively-drained. Outwash may be either very 
well-drained or poorly-drained if it is underlain by finer-textured material. Organic soils 
occur in and around kettle lakes (e.g., Houghton soils). MI034 Riddles-Hillsdale-Gilford; 
MI014 Spinks-Houghton-Boyer; MI016 Miami-Marlette-Lapeer; MI091 Oshtemo-Spinks-
Marlette; MI036 Marlette-Capac-Spinks; MI045 Oshtemo-Kalamazoo-Houghton. Riddles, 
Hillsdale, Oshtemo, Boyer, and Kalamazoo are sandy loams, mostly cultivated to corn, 
soybeans, and grain. Capac and Gilford are poorly-drained sandy loams between ridges 
that support marsh grasses, aspen, silver maple, or if drained, rowcrops and hay. The 
well-drained Spinks soils have an eolian origin and are mostly in pasture. All well-
drained soils in the region are left in oak-hickory forest if they occur on steep slopes. 

 Presettlement Vegetation: The sandy and gravelly soils supported oak savannas, oak-
hickory forest, and both wet and dry tallgrass prairies. Common tree species included 
white oak, black oak, pignut hickory, and pin oak. Frequent fires kept the open nature of 
the prairie and woodland. With fire prevention the oak woods have become more close-
canopied. Oak-hickory forests on broader end moraines have been cut and the land 
converted to agricultural production; however, many of the end moraines are too steep 
for agricultural production and they remain in oak woodland (or beech maple in the far 
western portion of the region). Poorly-drained depressions in the moraines contained 
wet prairie, tamarack, or willow-buttonbush swamp. Wetland losses due to agricultural 
drainage are less than in other ecoregions with gentler topography.  

 Surface waters: Though the Interlobate Dead Ice Moraines serve as the headwaters of 
major river systems (Grand and Raisin), in some areas drainage patterns are lacking 
due to the hummocky terrain and coarse underlying material. The many lakes and ponds 
are relatively low in nutrients compared to those in other ecoregions surrounding this 
one in southern Lower Michigan, such as Ecoregions 56g and 55a. (Summer Total 
Phosphorus map, Omernik et al., 1988). However, kettle lakes may undergo rapid 
eutrophication in the vicinity of agricultural and residential development. 

 Land use/Land Cover: This ecoregion has a more diverse land cover pattern than more 
highly cultivated ecoregions, with woodland, pasture, some cropland, and increasing 
residential development. 

 Boundaries: In the western portion of the state the western, eastern, and southern 
boundaries of Ecoregion 56h are defined at the base of the steep-sided moraines where 
they meet the flat Battle Creek Outwash Plain (56b). In the eastern half of the region, the 
northern boundary is delineated where the sandy, lake-studded end moraines meet the 
more gently rolling ground moraine of the Lansing Loamy Plain (56g). Similarly, the 
interface between the steeper end moraines and the finer-textured ground moraines of 
the Clayey, High-Lime Till Plain (55a) marks the southeastern boundary of Ecoregion 
56h in the eastern half of the state.  

 Mapping issues: The Interlobate Dead Ice Moraines is an aggregation of Albert’s 
regions VI 2.1 Battle Creek, VI 2.2 Cassopolis, VI 1.3 Jackson Interlobate, and the 
southern portion of VI 5.2 Lum. All four of these regions have in common sandy and 
gravelly end moraines, a high density of kettle lakes, sandy outwash deposits, and 
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associated oak forest types. Individually, each region is somewhat small in size for the 
scale of level IV ecoregions and they are not distinguishable one from another. 

 
 
57 Huron/Erie Lake Plains  
Modified from the Ohio/Indiana poster: 
Ecoregion 57 is a broad, fertile, nearly flat plain punctuated by relict sand dunes, beach ridges, 
and low end moraines. Originally, soil drainage was typically poorer than in Ecoregion 55, and 
elm-ash swamp and beech forests were dominant. Oak savanna was typically restricted to 
sandy, well-drained dunes and beach ridges. Today, most of the area has been cleared and 
artificially drained and contains highly productive farms producing corn, soybeans, livestock, 
and vegetables; urban and industrial areas are also extensive. Stream habitat and quality have 
been degraded by channelization, ditching, and agricultural activities.  

 Mapping issues: The Level III boundary was modified to join previously disjunct areas 
and to have a continuous region similar to NRCS, USFS, Albert frameworks.  

 
 
57a Maumee Lake Plain    
Modified Ohio poster description of 57a: 
The Maumee Lake Plain ecoregion is a Pleistocene glacial lake plain that contains clayey lake 
deposits, poorly-drained fertile soils, and water-worked glacial till. Elm-ash swamp forests and 
beech forests once were widespread and extensive marshland occurred along the coast. Both 
forests and marshes have been mostly drained and tiled for farmland. Sluggish, low gradient 
rivers winding through Ecoregion 57a have high suspended sediment loads that threaten the 
habitats of aquatic species. 
The Maumee Lake Plain is characterized by its topography, climate, and presettlement 
vegetation: 

 Topography: The region’s characteristic topography is a flat lacustrine sand and clay 
plain marking the higher water levels of Pleistocene Lake Maumee that formed about 
14,000 years ago. The sand and clay deposits are as much as 100 ft. thick inland and as 
little as 5 ft. thick near the Lake Erie shore.  

 Climate: Ecoregion 57a is one of the warmest areas of Lower Peninsula of Michigan. 
Growing season about 160 days. The Maumee Lake Plain’s position at the east end of 
Lake Erie and well east of Lake Michigan means that it has little lake effect snow.   

 Presettlement Vegetation: Presettlement forest on the clay lake plain was predominantly 
closed-canopy forest. Well-drained rises in the clay plain supported beech, sugar maple, 
hickory, and basswood; less well-drained sites 1-2 feet lower supported American elm, 
red ash, silver maple, and other deciduous swamp species. Deciduous hardwood 
swamps, marshes, and wet prairie occurred in poorly-drained areas. Mixed hardwood 
swamps were once extensive on the lake plain (forming a large proportion of over a 
million acres statewide). Beach ridges were covered with oak-hickory forest, oak 
savanna, or dry prairies. 

 Lake plain wet prairies containing bluejoint grass, prairie cordgrass, and big bluestem 
once covered > 380,000 acres of lake plain. The wet prairies had seasonal water level 
fluctuations. Today, lowland hardwoods (pin oak, silver maple, swamp white oak, black 
tupelo, and burr oak) have grown in former wet prairies because water tables have 
dropped with the drainage of wetlands. 

 Extensive Great Lakes marsh occurred along most of Lake Erie and Lake St. Clair 
shorelines. Marshes extended into 4-5 ft. of water, were 1-2 miles wide in places, and 
extended for miles up major rivers such as the Huron and Raisin. Upland of marshes, 
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wet prairie or a broad zone of swamp forest occurred. Large areas of Great Lakes marsh 
were lost with port development in Detroit and Monroe. Total wetland loss in this region 
is 80-90%. Existing marshes are degraded by silt and wave action. 

 Land Use Capability: The lake plain was one of the first regions in the state to be farmed 
by European settlers and is one of the most productive agricultural regions. Most clay 
lands have been ditched and tiled. The only forest remaining in what was once a 
forested region is in scattered woodlots. A few areas of lowland hardwoods and black 
ash swamp remain on the sand lake plain or near waterbodies where drainage for 
agriculture was ineffective.  

 Boundaries: Ecoregion 57a is a continuation of the Maumee Lake Plain ecoregion 
delineated in Ohio. End moraine ridges form the northwestern boundary in Michigan 
where the lake plain meets Ecoregion 55a, the Clayey, High-Lime Till Plains. 
Conceptually, the northern boundary of Ecoregion 57a is fuzzy; it represents the gradual 
transition from the warmer climate of the southern lake plain to the cooler climate of the 
Saginaw Lake Plain to the north. The mapped delineation is marked just south of the 
Black River and its major southern tributary so as not to divide this major watershed. In 
general, the soils of the Maumee Lake Plain are fine-textured silty clays and sand over 
clay, while those of the Saginaw Lake Plain are more loamy. 

 
 
57b Oak Openings  
Ohio/Indiana poster description: 
The Oak Openings ecoregion is a belt of low, often wooded, sand dunes and Pleistocene beach 
ridges that are situated among the broad, nearly flat, agricultural plains of Ecoregion 57a. Well-
drained, sandy soils are common and originally supported mixed oak forests and oak savanna; 
poorly-drained depressions with wet prairies alternated with the better-drained ridges. Today, 
farms, residential development, oak woodland, and sand quarries occur. 

 Mapping issues: 1) Polygons in Ohio were drawn from Gordon’s presettlement 
vegetation map of Ohio. In general, the polygons are larger than those in Michigan 
based on Comer and Albert’s historical vegetation map; 2) To get a number of oak 
polygons of adequate size in Michigan we had to combine these categories from Comer 
and Albert: A. Black Oak Barrens; B. Mixed Oak Savanna; C. Mixed Oak Forest; D. Oak-
Hickory Forest; 3) Sandy soils Oakville, Tedrow, Ottokkee roughly match oak polygons 
listed above from Comer and Albert 1800 vegetation map. Sandy soil polygons MI054: 
Oakville-Tedrow-Granby; MI089: MI005: Ottokee-Granby-Tedrow; MI083: Granby-
Gilford-Thetford.  

 
57e Saginaw Lake Plain  
The Saginaw Lake Plain is a continuation of the Pleistocene Maumee glacial lake plain to the 
south. It contains clayey lake deposits, beach ridges, and dunes of low relief, with mostly poorly- 
drained soils, similar to the Maumee Lake Plain (57a). The differences between the two regions 
are based mainly on climate and presettlement vegetation. 

 Climate: The climate is somewhat cooler and the growing season somewhat shorter 
(151-153 days) than that of the Maumee Lake Plain ecoregion (57a) to the south. Since 
the region is east of Lake Huron, it does not experience lake effect snow. Air 
temperatures are cooler along the lake shore. The western portion of the ecoregion west 
of Saginaw Bay is somewhat warmer compared to the peninsula, which is exposed to 
cooler lake shore temperatures. 

 Presettlement Vegetation: Though the Saginaw Lake Plain consists of flat clay and sand 
deposits similar to those composing the Maumee Lake Plain to the south, the 
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combination of cooler temperatures along with the poorly-drained soil and somewhat 
lower evapotranspiration rates resulted in a presettlement forest that had a significant 
proportion of hemlock added to beech, sugar maple, and other northern hardwood 
species. Hemlock and white pine grew on the drier beach ridges. The mix of species on 
deeper, inland sandy sites included red and white pine, and white and black oak. The 
addition of pines and hemlock to the drier sandy sites is in contrast to the predominance 
of oaks growing on beach ridges in the Maumee Lake Plain (57a) to the south. Cut-over 
areas today support aspen, black cherry, tamarack, paper birch, and red maple. 

 A broad band of coastal marshes and wet prairies occurred along Saginaw Bay 
providing excellent habitat for waterfowl. Much of the region was ditched and tiled to 
drain the coastal marsh, wet prairies, and depressional wetlands. Little of the wetland 
acreage remains. Conifer swamps covered poorly-drained areas and they contained 
northern white-cedar, tamarack, and balsam fir in addition to hardwoods tolerant of 

wetter habitats such as elm, ash, and swamp white oak. The increasing prevalence of 

conifer swamps is another difference between the Maumee and Saginaw Lake Plain 
ecoregions. 

 Land Use Capability: Cropland is extensive on clay soils, producing corn, soybeans, 
white beans, sugar beets, dairy, and livestock production. A smaller area of the sand 
plain and beach ridges has been drained for agriculture due to risk of erosion.  

 Prominent soil types: Londo-fine loam, poorly drained; Parkhill-loamy, poorly drained; 
Avoca-sandy over loamy, somewhat poorly drained; Guelph-fine loamy, moderately well-
drained; Capac-clay loam, somewhat poorly drained. 

 Boundaries: As stated earlier, the boundary of Ecoregion 57e with 57a represents the 
gradual transition from the warmer climate of the southern lake plain (57a) to the cooler 
climate of the Saginaw Lake Plain to the north. The mapped delineation is fixed just 
south of the Black River and its main southern tributary so as not to divide this major 
watershed. In general, the soils of the Maumee Lake Plain are fine-textured silty clays 
and sand over clay, while those of the Saginaw Lake Plain are somewhat more loamy. 
The border of the Saginaw Lake Plain with the Lansing Loamy Plain (56g) and the 
Interlobate Dead Ice Moraine (56h) is marked topographically where the flat lake plain 
meets the base of the ground and end moraines that characterize those ecoregions.  
Though there are a number of low moraines in the thumb of the Lower Peninsula, they 
are consistent in topography and vegetation cover with the rest of the Saginaw Lake 
Plain. In the far northeastern corner of the Lansing Loamy Plain (56g) there is a change 
from a more crenulated topography to a smoother topography (near Kingston). The 
increase in forest land along the northwestern boundary of this easternmost portion of 
the Lansing Loamy Plain is consistent with the overall increase in woodland in the 
Saginaw Lake Plain. To the northwest, the boundary with the Tawas Lake Plain (50ah) is 
based on both climate and soil factors. Northern and southern air masses meet in this 
area, and the region to the north (50ag) is considerably cooler as a result. In addition, 
the mapped boundary between the Huron and Tawas Lake Plains approximates the 
STASGO boundaries between mesic and frigid soils. 

 Mapping issues: USFS and Albert et al. separate the Saginaw lake plain from the 
Sandusky lake plain. In contrast, NRCS combines these two areas with the Maumee 
Lake Plain (Ecoregion 57a) as CRA 99.1. We separated the Maumee from Saginaw 
Lake Plains, but combined Saginaw and Sandusky. Though the Saginaw lake plain 
region is somewhat warmer than the Sandusky peninsula, the topography (flat lake plain 
with sand channels and beach ridges), soil (sand and clay soils alternating with wetland 
depressions), and vegetation cover (beech-sugar maple-hardwoods-hemlock) are quite 
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similar. There are few lakes in either subsection and the streams make a short straight 
run from the inland moraines to the lake. 
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